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• The US dollar finds demand across its main competitors amid a mixed market sentiment heading

into early European trading this Wednesday. Investors assess strong US corporate earnings,

China’s covid resurgence and aggressive ECB and Fed rate hike expectations.

• Industrial production rebounded more than expected in September as manufacturing and mining

gains offset a drop in output from utilities, according to data from the Federal Reserve released

Tuesday.

• However, a sense of caution prevails amid looming recession fears, especially with Beijing

reporting the highest covid cases in four months and markets betting on steeper global rate hikes

to fight rampant inflation.

• Attention now turns towards the final reading of the Eurozone HICP due later in the day at 09:00

GMT. Besides, Housing Starts data that reflects retail demand for real estate will hog the

limelight.
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 The EUR/USD pair witnesses selling pressure during early Wednesday as bulls take a breather

after a two-day uptrend around the weekly top. Increased expectations of rate hike by the ECB

next week fail to offer any encouragement to EUR buyers.

 Reuters poll on ECB’s rate hike extent states that ECB President Christine Lagarde will step up

the interest rates by 75 basis points (bps) on October 27.

 The bears currently aim for the level of 0.9800 as an immediate target during further losses. A

breach of the latter will drag the main pair towards 0.9750, followed October 14 low around

0.9700. On the contrary, the bulls need to overstep last day's high at 0.9875 to retake control.
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 GBP/USD is trading under pressure below 1.1380, meeting fresh supply despite hotter-than-

expected UK inflation data. Markets are focused on the UK political scenario, with many Tory

members rooting for PM Liz Truss’ replacement.

 The UK annualized Consumer Price Index (CPI) surged 10.1% vs. 10.0% expected and 9.9%

previous, exerting pressure on the BOE to act tough amidst the UK’s fiscal policy reversal.

 Pullback moves need validation from the uptrend line near 1.1200, a break of which could direct

the quote towards 1.1050. Alternatively, bulls need to crack the resistance of 1.1380 to accelerate

the bullish moves towards October 05 high around 1.1500.
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 USD/JPY remains on the buyer’s radar as trading just a few pips below its 32-year highs around

149.35 which touched the previous day. The downside remains cushioned amid the emergence

of some dip-buying around the US dollar, bolstered by expectations for a more aggressive

policy tightening by the Fed.

 In addition, BOJ Governor Haruhiko Kuroda and board member Seiji Adachi continue

advocating easy monetary policy, exacerbating the pain in the yen against the dollar.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 149.35, which will send the pair to the

psychological level of 150.00. On the other hand, the support of 148.50 restricts immediate

USD/JPY downside before directing the bears to October 13 high, around 147.70.
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 XAU/USD is under pressure around 1,645, keeping the previous day’s pullback moves during

early Wednesday amid firmer yields.

 The US Treasury yields extend their advance, capitalizing on hawkish Fed commentary from

Minneapolis Fed President Neal Kashkari and Atlanta Fed Chief Raphael Bostic. At the moment,

the benchmark 10-year US rates are trading above 4.05%, nearing weekly highs.

 Gold bears need a sustained move below $1,640 to accelerate the downfall back towards

September 28 low at $1,615. On the flip side, Should the asset overstep the resistance of $1,670,

a Failure Swing Bottom will be confirmed which will drive the precious metal towards $1,680.
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 US stocks extended gains from the previous session after industrial production data came in

higher than expected and companies continued to report quarterly results.

 The S&P 500 climbed 1.15% to 3,719.97. Industrials and materials led the gainers, with all sectors

in the green.

 In company news, Lockheed Martin's third-quarter sales and earnings rose from a year ago and

the defense contractor maintained its full-year outlook. Shares jumped 8.7%, the second-biggest

gainer on the S&P 500.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the downtrend line from August 16 high near 3,800, which

will send the index to September 21 high around 3,900. On the contrary, bears can take control if

the asset plunge below the support of 3,585. This will drag S&P 500 towards last week's low,

surrounding 3,500.
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